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Intro
| G \___| A \___| Bm \___| D/F# \___ |

Verse 1
G       A
Let me listen to Your melodies
Bm      D/F#
The beauty falling from eternity
G       A
Pull me closer with Your gravity
Em7
The weight of who you are
D
The weight of who you are
G       A
Let me wonder in the mystery
Bm      D/F#
I will marvel at Your majesty
G       A
Take me out beyond what I can see
Em7
The reaches of Your love
D
The reaches of Your love

Chorus 1
G       A
There’s nothing that can change it
D/F#
Your Love Your Love
Bm
There’s no one that could tame it
A
This crazy love
G       A
Oh what could separate us from
D/F#
Your love Your love
Bm     A
This crazy love

Instrumental [2X]
| G \___| Em7 \___| D \___| A \___ |

Bridge 1 [2X]
G       Em7
Everywhere I look
D
I see miracles
A
Reminding me that nothing is impossible

Bridge 2 [2X]
Bm      G
Everywhere I look
D
I see miracles
A
Reminding me that nothing is impossible

REPEAT Chorus 1

REPEAT Chorus 2

REPEAT Chorus 1

Ending
Bm     A     G
This crazy Love